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A photographic cycle when I was absorbed by the place. Going there almost
every second day for a swimm and could not get over the atmosphere there.More
over ten photographs were taken by an old analog camera Minolta Himatic.

First semestral work. Still thinking about some things you cant take back.
There is a way forward but no way back. As slaping someone´s face or a
pitch from the tree.

Swimming as an organized activity goes back as far as 2500 B.C. in ancient
Egypt and later in ancient Greece, Rome, and Assyria. In Rome and Greece,
swimming was part of the education of elementary age boys and the Romans
built the first swimming pools (separate from bathing pools). The first heated
swimming pool was built by Gaius Maecenas of Rome in the first century BC.

Photographs were taken by medium-format analog camera Hasselblad.

Pools at this time were also used by the Greek and Roman militaries to
physically train for war. The great Greek philosopher Plato felt that every child needed to learn to swim as part of a proper education along with
mathematics, writing, astronomy, etc. And, in fact, it was standard education to teach children to swim in pools dating all the way back to 400 BC.
However, swimming pools did not became popular until the middle of the 19th century. By 1837, six indoor pools with diving boards
were built in London, England. After the modern Olympic Games began in 1896 and swimming races were among the original events, the
popularity of swimming pools began to spread - Reference Britannica
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In recreational geometry and applied botanics, coined by some applied
phyllotaxic scientists for their purpose resp. conjecture, the golden angle
is the smaller of the two angles created by sectioning the circumference of
a circle according to the golden section; that is, into two arcs such that the
ratio of the length of the larger arc to the length of the smaller arc is the
same as the ratio of the full circumference to the length of the larger arc.
I tried to process this basic photographical concept my own way.
Looking for natural golden ratios around me as well as creating them.
Photographs taken by digital camera Canon EOS 5D.
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Semestral work dealing with the topic of Eighties in Czech Republic. I
tried to take in my childhood memories and reconstruct them. In the end
there was a quite personal photographic cycle.
All photographs taken by analog camera Minolta Himatic.
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Althoug a tomboy is described as a girl who exhibits characteristics
or behaviors considered typical of the gender role of a boy, including
the wearing of typically masculine-oriented clothes and engaging in
games and activities that are often physical in nature, and which are
considered in many cultures to be the domain of boys, I got a chance
to find out that these girls were much more female then no one would
guess. For me a perfect study of human face through a particular view.
Photographs taken in studio using natural light by analog medium-format analog camera type Hasselblad.
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Photographic cycle made during one summer when I was travelling with a
small group of my friends through Balcan states.
Photographs taken by analog camera Minolta Himatic.
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The Rorschach test also known as the Rorschach inkblot test, the Rorschach
technique, or simply the inkblot test, is a psychological test in which subjects’ perceptions of inkblots are recorded and then analyzed using psychological interpretation, complex algorithms, or both. Some psychologists
use this test to examine a person’s personality characteristics and emotional functioning. It has been employed to detect underlying thought disorder,
especially in cases where patients are reluctant to describe their thinking
processes openly.
More than any other feature in the test, content response can be controlled
consciously by the subject, and may be elicited by very disparate factors,
which makes it difficult to use content alone to draw any conclusions about
the subject’s personality; with certain individuals, content responses may
potentially be interpreted directly, and some information can at times be
obtained by analyzing thematic trends in the whole set of content responses (which is only feasible when several responses are available), but in
general content cannot be analyzed outside of the context of the entire test
record
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